Four plays from a Pulitzer Prize winning playwright, William Inge was from, and wrote about, America’s™ Midwest. In this garland we have All four plays I enjoyed reading as did many other people who attended his shows during their day. I have learned since finishing it, that two or three of the plays were subsequently made into films. I also discovered, after the fact, that Inge committed suicide at the age of sixty. An affinity exists, in my mind, between a swath of artists who have suffered for so long, silently and imperceptibly, and the great creations they were able to produce. Start reading Picnic Plus 3: 4 Plays on your Kindle in under a minute. Don't have a Kindle? Compra tu Kindle aquí, or download a FREE Kindle Reading App. “Picnic” is perhaps William Inge's most acclaimed play and with good reason. Inge was known as “The Playwright of the Midwest” and his works reflect his powerful understanding of the mores, attitudes and lifestyle of Midwesterners, a decidedly different place than the West, South or East Coast. Inge's female characters are particularly well-written and he has a wonderful understanding of the inner conflicts that women deal with. You can easily compare and choose from the 10 best Picnic Plus Flatwares for you. 10 Best Picnic Plus Flatwares of March 2021. 112M consumers helped this year. Top Picks Related Reviews Newsletter. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Picnic Plus 3: 4 Plays. That aside, Inge's play shows real insight into the hopes and dreams of middle class, middle American women of the 1950s, as contrasted to Tennessee Williams' concentration on the high-strung, upper class female woes of the same period.